
Team: P20032 SailBot    Engineer: Mike Robinson 
What were the outcomes of the prior phase? 

1. What did I plan to do? 
a. Purchase and find components necessary for prototype and final operation 

b. Assist with accurate CAD modeling 

c. Update budget and BOM 

d. Manufacture parts 

2. What did I actually do? 
a. Placed multiple orders for part selected recently and also prior. 

b. Verified design to ensure bearing stack-up functions as intended 

c. Worked with team to finalize casing design 

d. Keep budget and BOM updated and accurate 

3. What did I learn? How were plan and reality different? 

a. Design must be thoroughly verified before trying to machine parts 

b. BOM organization key to working with PICS system 

 

Team level goal for next phase 

Subsystem integration is going to be the main focus in the next phase to ensure we can begin 

testing and working through problems as soon as possible. We will continue building the 

electrical systems (testing and verifying the code), our test rig and the mechanical assembly. 

Remaining parts need to be ordered and feedback from user tests used to finalize the design of 

the controls. 

What do I plan on doing to ensure that my team has a successful review at the end of the 
next phase? 

1. Keep updating the budget so we know when to cut down or spend more on parts 

2. Help with cutting and machining parts 

3. Finalize test rig to be ready for immediate tests after assembly 

4. Spend time wisely when available 

 



What is standing in my way of meeting my next phase goals? 

1. Need to fulfill my financial responsibilities before I get to build and test components 

2. Priorities interfering with extra time needed to build and manufacture 

3. Unable to machine a part like we had originally hoped 


